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ABSTRACT
The study related here is about an exploratory pilot research
to understand how guitar players understand and interact
with visual elements in the authoring music visualization
field. To do so, an MVP (minimum viable product) appli-
cation has been developed to control visuals through ges-
tures of the guitar player and to process guitar sounds in
real-time. Later, the MVP was tested by running a qual-
itative study with the musicians that used the MVP. The
qualitative study consisted in a focus group for information-
visualization prototyping, whose results were analyzed using
an inductive approach (Grounded Theory).

The software development and experimentation were car-
ried out under the lean development framework motivated
by the idea of including the build-measure-learn feedback
loop from the lean methodology into the development of a
prototype application. This application is built based on
ideas or unproven hypotheses that need to be validated in
order to define the correct path of development of such ap-
plication.

From the study results it became clear that the presence
of visual elements for guitar players are influenced by two
ways of using the application: either for own practicing or
for live performances in front of an audience. From each
of these, different requirements for the visual elements were
discovered. For the case of practicing, the guitar players
were looking for visuals with high level of feedback about
the playing quality, skills and execution, whilst for the case
of audiences they were looking for simple, smooth and easy
to understand visuals.

From the data analysis, it was also encountered that the
software should be more robust and contain more function-
ality, also taking into account musical concepts and not just
the processing of the sound.

1. INTRODUCTION
Music visualization is a very common technique nowadays,

in any spectrum of music work some sort of visualization is
employed, from a lower-level like audio signal plots, to music
visualizers, on to music videos, made by the artists.

There has been an interest towards the correlation be-
tween music and visual arts as a way to provide an extension
of the classical way of perceiving music. Since humans tend
to combine both visual and sound perceptions in our brains,
the idea of combining them in music can lead to a better
user experience for those appreciating the music. “Visual
music” is the term employed in the literature [3] to describe
this concept.

The interest of this study resides in real-time music and
gesture visualization, sound and body movements being ma-
pped to visual elements. Currently, there are some limita-
tions in this subject due to the lack of a clear interface that
provides enough expressivity for a live performance and the
lack of clear mappings between sounds, gestures and visuals
[2]. The gestures of the musician were taken into account in
order to achieve a great level of expressivity, since along with
an audience it is an important difference between studio and
live music.

This project aims to serve as a pilot exploratory study
in the field of authoring music visualization for live perfor-
mances by musicians. The study consisted of an in-house
software testing with guitar players, followed by a simple
qualitative study in order to understand how guitar players
perform under the field of authoring visuals.

Such study was done using grounded theory which is “a
general methodology for developing theory that is grounded
in data systematically gathered and analyzed” [23]. This
analytical approach will serve as a ground base to generate
hypothesis and theories based on the current research’s data
gather from user experience.

The objective is to understand how musicians — specifi-
cally guitar players — perceive music visualization and how
they feel interacting with a system that allows them to con-
trol the visuals using a guitar and gestures, and then how
they feel being authors of the visuals and not just the music.
Hence, the research question can be stated as: How guitar
players perceive authoring music visualization and how they
feel interacting with a system that allows them to be authors



of music and visuals?
As the research question is not a question which answer

could be quantifiable but it is one intended to understand
and formulate theories, a qualitative study is the most suit-
able way to perform the experimentation. The study is done
following the grounded theory methodology since it is a good
way to obtain information and generate theories from data.
Also, as the objective and the field of study are well defined,
the coding of data was done using focused coding, that way
the codes were the attention lies are those that are directly
related to the focus of study.

In order to perform and obtain the desired outcomes from
the study, a real-time music visualization software MVP
(minimum viable product) was built.

The software development was done under the Lean de-
velopment framework applying the build-measure-learn feed-
back loop described in [17]. The motivation behind that de-
cision was that the subject of study is highly coupled with
some degree of subjectiveness, and then a MVP was con-
sidered necessary to learn more from the feedback gathered
during the study to define the path of development or pivot
otherwise.

One iteration of the build-measure-feedback loop from
lean start-up development was applied in order to start the
study of visual music for guitar players using the MVP as a
tool to validate learning.

The following sections will explore more in depth the pro-
cedure and the outcomes from this study.

2. BACKGROUND
This section will introduce the core concepts used for the

development of this project. It starts with the definition
and background of visual music and its relationship with
the concepts of sound processing specially for live perfor-
mances. Following, the work in music visualization made by
Ilias Bergström, postdoctoral researcher in the media inter-
action design program at KTH, is introduced. The chapter
will close with concepts of Lean start-up development which
conforms the framework in which this work was done.

2.1 Visual music
Visual music as a form for expression has been explored

extensively. As described in [14], since the time of Aristotle,
music has been associated with color. Isaac Newton with
his study about light and colors, used a prism to discover
the visible spectrum of light with which he proposed the
color wheel where he exposed the color correspondences with
musical notes [12].

The first appearance of visual music using an instrument
was Louis-Bertrand Castel’s Clavecin oculaire (1734) where
he proposed to build a hapsichord with a color correspon-
dence for each note, mostly based in the color correspon-
dence proposed by Newton but including some modifications
[5].

From Castel’s experiment several others attempts derived
during the nineteenth century, being other best-known color
instrument in 1893 the color organ by Alexander Wallace
Rimington [18] which projected colored light with corre-
spondence to the keyboard notes. However, this instru-
ment didn’t produce any actual sound, so Rimington rec-
ommended to use it along with sound to increase the en-
joyment of the colors. The use of visual elements began to

be part of the music with Alexander Scriabin’s color sym-
phony Prometheus (1911) [20] who was the first composer
to include a part for projected light in a musical score. The
most famous of the experimental color instruments was the
Clavilux by Thomas Wilfred (1922) [24] who “completely re-
jected theories that presumed correspondence between light
and sound”[14]. These experiments didn’t stop by that time,
there were also some more attempts for visual music.

2.2 Sound processing
In modern days, artists tend to use a lot of visual elements

in their performances in order to enrich the live experience.
Usually, this is done by using timed visuals that play along
with the artist performance. However, visual music can also
be done in real-time where audio processing is necessary.

In order to produce real-time visual music some features
of the sound have to be used in order to create a visual rep-
resentation of it. Digital instruments with MIDI (Musical
instrument digital interface) [1] interfaces can provide much
more information about the sound since it is already digi-
talized, whilst for analog (non-digital) ones it is necessary
to apply audio signal processing to extract features from the
sound. The perception of a continuous sound, such as a note
from a musical instrument, is often divided into three parts
[22]:

• Sound pressure level: perceptual measurement of the
sound wave intensity.

• Fundamental frequency: lowest frequency of a periodic
waveform, commonly known as pitch.

• Timbre: harmonic content of the signal.

These kind of features are extracted from the audio signal
and then are mapped into visual elements. Commonly, other
features are also used to produce visual music. Among these
features we can find:

• Amplitude: size of the audio wave over time [4].

• Spectral centroid: indicates where the center of mass of
the spectrum is, it’s perceptually related to the“bright-
ness” of sound.

• Bark decomposition: decomposition of an audio signal
in 24 bands corresponding to the bands of hearing.

One of the current challenges for visual music is the map-
ping between the sound features and visual elements. There
is not a unique mapping between them mainly because of the
subjective characteristics of music and visual arts, Thomas
Wilfred stated that there is no correspondence between light
and sound [14].

2.3 Joint skeleton
Human pose estimation is the process of estimating the

body configuration from a single image. This has been an
extensive subject of study for computer vision, and the ob-
jective is to obtain an estimation of the human body joints
through a set of image-based observations.

Since the release of the Microsoft Kinect SDK and its
tracking algorithm [21], this task has become more easily
accessible and done for developers and researchers interested
on the field.



From the depth images captured by the Kinect camera it’s
possible to estimate the joint positions of a user in front of
the camera, these joints will constitute the virtual skeleton
of the user, allowing for joint tracking across several frames
from the camera.

2.4 Mappings
A very important study made about correspondences be-

tween sound and visuals is Soma by Ilias Bergström [2]. In
this work he analyses the current limitations and difficul-
ties for visual music and a trinity system for mapping sound
features to visuals was proposed.

This system is composed of three parts:

• Live input processor (LIP).

• Mediator software.

• Visualization software.

The LIP receives MIDI data as input from a musical in-
strument, translates them into OSC (OpenSound control)
messages and retransmit them in real-time. Also, it per-
forms some audio processing like low-latency pitch tracking,
amplitude tracking, and beat detection on incoming audio
signals.

The Mediator software receives OSC messages and out-
puts OSC messages as well. This software produces the
mappings between both parameter spaces: the input audio
features and the expected output for the visual elements.

The Visualization software called“Mother”allows for mix-
ing multiple layers of moving graphics, hence, having multi-
ple visual synthesizers running in parallel with a host appli-
cation.

2.5 Lean development
Lean development is a framework that is based on a con-

cept known as build-measure-learn feedback loop in which
instead of making a lot of assumptions about a new product
or idea, you can make constant adjustments. Through this
process we can learn if our initial ideas or hypothesis were
right, if not, when a sharp redesign (pivot) has to be done
[17].

Lean development is better known to be applicable for
start-ups since they tend to handle much uncertainty. A
start-up can be seen as an experiment where continuous
learning should be applied in order to assess its improve-
ment. Validated learning is the process of empirically demon-
strating that a team has discovered valuable findings about
a start-ups present and future business prospects.

The idea behind this way of thinking is to systematically
figure out what are the right things to build, leading to the
concept of lean thinking which defines value as providing
benefit to the customer, anything else is waste. In order to
figure out things an experiment is needed to validate the
ground hypothesis, it can provide a negative result and still
be a significant insight that can influence strategy. With the
experiment we are trying to test if the product delivers the
expected value and how clients discover new products and
services.

Once the hypotheses are clear, the first step is to start
building the product as quickly as possible in the form of
a MVP (Minimum viable product) which will enable a full
turn of the feedback loop employing minimum effort and
least amount of development time.

Once the MVP is built the next step is testing the product.
Before making the product public, it has to be tested by
early adopters, those are users that, even if the product is
not totally finished or still has to be improved, are willing
to try it. These users are very useful as they provide a lot
of feedback.

Usually, in order to perform these tests with a non-complete
MVP, an evaluation technique known as Wizard of Oz test-
ing (WoOT) is used. In WoOT, customers believe they are
interacting with the final product, but actually they are in-
teracting with a prototype whose response to the user’s in-
teraction is triggered by the testing team, which is “behind
the scene”.

Innovation accounting is a systematic approach to figure
out if we are making progress and discovering if we are ac-
tually achieving validated learning. All the data gathered
during the tests made with the MVP should be analyzed
keeping the product vision in mind. With the MVP results
it is possible to know the status of the product and in the
framework of innovation accounting it is possible to identify
if it is important to pivot in the direction of the product
idea or persevere on it.

In figure 1 the steps of the feedback loop process are de-
picted. The outcome of the data analysis from the performed
experiments or tests is learning, which should be included
again in the build phase of the feedback loop, continuing
with the lean development process.

Figure 1: Feedback loop [17]

The lean development approach [16] emerged also within
agile practices but is slightly different from them. Lean de-
velopment is an adaptation of lean manufacturing which is
the methodology adapted by Toyota’s production system.
The main idea behind lean development is to achieve re-
duction in waste, improvement in operational efficiency and
customer alignment. Agile, in the other hand, is the al-
ternative to the heavyweight software methodologies that
were popular, and is designed to execute tasks quickly, with
frequent customer involvement. Lean development removes
anything that could be considered waste in order to make
things cheaper and learn along the way, also considers the
team as a system, it’s a more holistic approach; whilst Agile
refers more to a set of principles that encourages fast devel-
opment, quick change reaction and continuous updates with
a customer or client.

2.6 Grounded theory



Grounded theory is a term used to refer to theory that
was derived from data, systematically gathered and ana-
lyzed through the research process [23]. It’s an approach
to perform qualitative researcher from gathered data which
is analyzed, organized and conceptualized. In this approach
the research do not start with a preconceived theory in mind,
but he or she starts with an area of study from which theory
will emerge from data.

2.6.1 Focus group
A focus group is a technique for gathering data which

consist of a discussion of a group of people with and objective
and purpose in mind. The purpose of the focus group is
to listen and gather information, it is a good technique to
understand how people feel, think or interact with a product
or service [10]. The focus group study consists on performing
several focus group discussions with different participants in
order to get enough information and ideas until no more
relevant insight could be gathered.

2.6.2 Coding and transcription
The qualitative study should be recorded or transcribed

in order to analyze the data gathered from it. Generally,
the transcription could be done in the form of a literal tran-
scription, which is done if all the details are needed and if
the person doing it is not totally related with the study; or
it could be an abridged transcription where just important
parts are taken into account and some summarizing is al-
lowed. Usually, the abridged form of transcription is carried
out by people that have a good understanding of the study
[19].

Once the data is transcribed it’s necessary to analyze it.
In order to do it, some coding technique has to be applied
to get ideas out of the data. There are several techniques
discussed in [19] for coding, however, for this study focus
coding was used. Focused coding allows to take into account
only those codes that make sense with the purpose of the
study and are directly related to it, the others are discarded
and not taken into account for analysis.

3. STUDY AND METHOD
In this section the software application is described as

well as the study that was performed with it. This chapter
depicts the Build phase of the feedback loop, it begins by
the explanation of the overall architecture of the system,
followed by the system itself explained in its three parts:
feature processing, visual mappings and visualization. The
chapter will close with a description of the performed study.

3.1 Build phase
The build phase entails the development of the MVP soft-

ware used to perform the study explained in the following
sections. In this section a description of the MVP system
will be provided.

3.1.1 Overall system architecture
The system is made of three main parts: Feature process-

ing, visual mappings and visualization. The communication
between each of these parts is done via OSC (OpenSound
control) messages, and each of them is an application itself.

The feature processing app will receive as input the sig-
nal coming from an electric guitar which is plugged to an
amplifier head that is connected to a sound interface that
is finally connected to the computer. The input signal is
processed and sound features are the output of it. These
features are numerical values that will be sent to the map-
ping application through OSC messages using UDP socket
connections.

This application also receives as input the depth and color
images from a Microsoft Kinect camera and returns the joint
coordinates of the skeleton of the tracked person in the scene
in form of OSC messages.

Every message received from the sound processing appli-
cation is processed by the mapping application. The contain-
ing value from the sound feature is mapped to a correspond-
ing value for a visual feature and the message is rerouted to
an address defined in the visual elements address space. In
summary, the mapping application receives an OSC message
and outputs another OSC message that is delivered to the
visualization app via UDP sockets as well.

The visual application receives the OSC messages coming
from the mapping app and uses those values to perform mod-
ifications over the parameters that control the visualization.
In figure 2 the architecture of the app is fully depicted.

3.1.2 Feature processing
The application was built using MAX/MSP programming

language 1 since it offers good libraries and externals for
sound processing and skeleton tracking. The input signal
from the guitar is passed to a sound processing patch cre-
ated by Tristan Jehan [7] which returns the following sound
features 2:

• Pitch

• Loudness

• Amplitude

• Brightness

• Bark decomposition

All of these sound features are represented as numerical
values obtained from the processing of the input signal from
the guitar and finally are wrapped into an OSC message of
the form /dsp/<feature> <value type> <numeric value>.

From the above features the only one that differs from the
others is the bark decomposition since it includes 24 values
corresponding to each band of such decomposition 3. Hence,
the OSC message would look like this:

/dsp/bark ff...f <value 1> <value 2> ... <value 24>

To track the joints of the performer, the dp.kinect external
library from Dale Phurrough [15] was used. This library
works along with the Microsoft Kinect SDK. Each of the
joints are sent as OSC messages to the mapping application.
The format for the joints OSC messages is the following:

1Visual programming language for sound processing and au-
dio manipulation: https://cycling74.com/products/max/
2See section (2.2) for more information about these features
3See section (2.2)



Figure 2: System architecture

/skel/<joint_name> ffff <x coord> <y coord>

<z coord> <confidence>

The OSC messages are all sent in an interval of 30ms in
order to avoid overloading the visual application with an
amount of data that is not going to be necessary since the
visual will not be updating each millisecond.

3.1.3 Visual mappings
Sound to visual mappings were done using the wizard of

OSC, a software application developed by Ilias Bergström
described in [2] as the mediator. The program takes as in-
put OSC messages that can be processed and routed to a
different OSC address and server destination. The program
by default allows to perform operations over the values of
the input OSC message, like linear interpolation and multi-
plying by values in order to create a mapping between the
input value and the desired output value.

For the MVP software no custom sound feature process-
ing algorithms were coded, the only sound features used
for mapping to visuals were those provided by the libraries
from Tristan Jehan, which were previously mentioned. Since
there is no clear consensus in the visual representation of
sound, the visual elements used to map the sound were sub-
jectively chosen. However, there have been studies about
cross modality correspondences of sound and visuals that re-
lates to the choice of mappings for this study. As described

in [13] there are associations between pitch and shape, and
also pitch and elevation. High frequency sounds tend to be
seen as sharp elements, as lower ones as more rounded ele-
ments. For this study the mappings follow the idea of size
of the element according to amplitude and also to the fre-
quency value, the pitch or fundamental frequency was ma-
pped to colors following the Louis Bertrand Castel note to
color correspondence [5]. In summary, the mappings were
defined the following way:

• Amplitude to image size radius.

• Bark decomposition to background elements size.

• Brightness to background image brightness.

• Pitch to color of the images.

• Left hand joint position to define a switch between the
visuals (using gestures).

• Right hand analogous to the left hand but to change
between visual concepts.

• User head position to camera position.

For this application the input OSC messages are received
in the same UDP socket described in section 3.1.2 and once
they are mapped they are sent through another UDP socket
communication to the NodeJS backend server that hosts the
visual application.



3.1.4 Visualization
The visual application was written in JavaScript using

NodeJS4 as backend and Webpack5 for the frontend applica-
tion. For the visuals the ThreeJS6 3D graphical JavaScript
library was used. In this architecture, a NodeJS backend
server is used to receive the OSC messages via UDP sockets
communication, these messages are forwarded to a webpack
server that allows this message to be received by the fron-
tend of the application where the information can be used
for the visuals made in ThreeJS.

Two different visualization concepts were created in order
to perform the qualitative study that will be explained in the
following sections. The motivation behind having two con-
cepts was to allow the player to change between them while
playing in accordance to the feeling of the song they were
playing. The first visualization consist in a particle system
depicted in figure 3. From this visualization four more varia-
tions were created by altering the position parameters of the
particles path, which can also be altered by gestures while
the guitar player is playing. In Figure 3 one of this varia-
tion is observed, and in Figure 4 the second one is depicted.
These variations were motivated by the idea of allowing for
a variety of expressive elements inside the same concept so
that the musician can change freely between them during
the performance.

Figure 3: Particle system visualization - variation 1

Figure 4: Particle system visualization - variation 2

The second visualization is a particle system as well de-
picting a star tunnel that spreads towards the camera, which
can be seen in figure 5. The preference for particle system

4Node.js is a JavaScript runtime built on Chrome’s V8
JavaScript engine.
5Webpack is a module bundler.
6A JavaScript 3D Library which makes WebGL simpler.

is due to the recommendation made in [11] where they de-
scribe how particle systems proved to be good for music
visualization.

Figure 5: Star tunnel visualization

3.2 Measure phase
In the previous section the MVP application was described,

the purpose of this MVP is to carry on with the exploratory
study which under the lean development framework will cor-
respond to the measure phase. This study will serve to
establish the ground of the future work to be done with re-
spect to music visualization for guitar players.

The aim of the study is to discover how guitar players
feel and interact with visuals that they can control, the idea
is to look for information to guide the development so that
it reflects the real need of the guitar players in terms of
authoring visualization.

3.2.1 Description of the study method
For the present study a focus group was carried out in

order to get the information of interest. Focus groups are a
good technique to collect qualitative data and retrieve feed-
back from potential future users [10]. This study constitutes
an early in-house testing stage to validate if guitar players
using an electric guitar consider that the control of visual
elements can enhance their playing. A special type of fo-
cus group —which is more inclined towards the analysis of
visualization prototypes— was employed. This type of fo-
cus group is described in [8], where it is discussed that fo-
cus group studies for information visualization systems dif-
fer from traditional focus group techniques due to the ex-
ploratory nature of the tasks of these systems.

In this type of focus groups the participants are allowed to
interact directly with the system while having a facilitator
operating the software. The advantages of having this di-
rect interaction with the application provides also technical
feedback like, application response time problems, bugs or
usability issues that might have not been identified other-
wise.

The focus group for this study was realized with four par-
ticipants and one facilitator. The participants were all guitar
players with between six and ten years of playing experience
(with electric guitar) and with medium experience in live
performances. Also, there was no distinction of what is the
preferred music genre between the participants.

The participants were asked a series of open ended ques-
tions to promote discussion among the group. Addition-
ally, the participants played a guitar and interacted with
the application in order to collect the desired data. In order
to provide the user with more gesture functionality for the



application the camera perspective movement was mocked
following the user movement using the Wizard of Oz tech-
nique7. The reasoning here was to not spend development
time in something that we are not sure will provide value for
the end user. The question route for the focus group study
can be found in Appendix A.

The methodology employed for the analysis of the raw
data resulting from the focus group was grounded theory.
For this purpose, the focus group meeting was recorded in
video and audio for its analysis, all the audio was transcribed
and coded using the abridged transcript technique described
in [19]. Briefly, this technique consists in summarizing some
aspects of the transcripts, it avoids doing a literal word by
word transcript, removing small talks, non-relevant infor-
mation and moderator interventions from the study. This
way of transcription is recommended only if it is done by
someone with a thorough understanding of the purpose of
the study, this way, also is possible to reduce the analysis
time [9].

Once an initial coding was realized, it was refined in a
second iteration using focused coding as analysis technique
since the subject of study focus was clear from its beginning.
Focused coding allows to focus on codes that are analytically
relevant for the study, leaving behind others that might arise
from the focus group but that are not giving value to the
subject of study.

The information collected in this study should serve as a
ground base to understand guitar player needs and develop
an application that suits their expressivity requirements for
live performances.

3.3 Learn phase
In this phase the raw data that results from the study

are coded and categorized in order to extract information
and formulate theories from them. In order to code the
data the focused coding technique was used which focuses or
searches for the codes that make the most analytical sense
with respect to the field of study in order to develop the
most relevant categories from the data corpus.

The focus group meeting had a duration of 1 hour and 26
minutes from where a total of 40 categories where extracted
from a set of 159 codes.

Without extensive analysis it was easy to identify some
concerns from the guitar players. One of the main ones was
the aim of the application, by observing the following codes
extracted from the raw data:

• Useful for rehearsal for an audience.

• Visuals useful for guitar playing.

• Visualize how wrong you play.

• Visual comparison with other guitar players.

• Visuals important for audience and performer.

• More value for the audience.

It is clear that they could perceive the visuals as either
intended for own practicing or for an audience. Also, the
perception of the visual elements with respect to the music

7The Wizard of Oz technique enables unimplemented tech-
nology to be tested by using a human that will simulate the
system behaviour.

and not just the sound was interesting, by observing codes
like the following:

• Visual lacks coherence.

• Visual incoherence with coherent musicality.

• Visuals too different to music harmony.

• Visuals matches playing.

• Visuals should tell something.

It becomes apparent that deeper understanding of music
and not only sound is important for visualization. Here,
the musicians referred to harmony as chord progressions or
notes inside a scale, referring more to a horizontal aspect of
music.

The subjects of more relevance that were identified during
the study which also constitutes the top coding categories,
are the following: visual and sound correspondence, relation-
ship between the visuals and the audience or the performer,
the impact of the visualization over the people, the percep-
tion of visual elements, the visualization of gestures and the
software itself.

The theories and conclusions derived from these codes and
categories are explained and discussed more in depth in the
following section.

4. RESULTS
This section contains the results obtained from the qual-

itative study, the discussion and analysis derived from the
results of the focus group are also presented.

For this section the guitar players will be referred as musi-
cians, so every time the word musician is used it is referring
to the guitar players of the study and not to any musician.

4.1 Focus group discussion
As previously mentioned, for this study one focus group

was prepared. Generally, it is recommended to plan for sev-
eral focus groups. The rule of thumb is to have around three
or four of them [10] or in other cases as many as you need
while the theoretical saturation8 point is reached.

For this study the theoretical saturation was not reached.
This study was aimed to be a pilot study enclosed in the lean
development framework, which means that quick feedback
should be gathered and included in the build-measure-learn
feedback loop for the next iteration of the development cy-
cle. In order to reach the theoretical saturation more focus
groups had to be carried out and analyzed in order to gather
enough information as to reach such saturation point. In
order to carry a complete classical qualitative study much
more time is necessary to do it, since apart from including
more focus groups, it will also need more participants which
increases the size and time of the analysis.

As mentioned, in the lean development framework the goal
is to obtain quick feedback to be included in the development
of the product. This feedback comes in the learning stage
of the feedback loop which could be the analogous of the
idea of performing more focus group to reach the saturation

8Saturation is a term to describe the point when you have
heard the whole range of ideas and there is not any new
information [10]



point. The difference lies in that for lean development, the
gathered feedback should start to be included in the next de-
velopment cycle so that new feedback could be obtained for
future studies in the development of the product. This does
not mean that the lean development framework forces to
apply just one focus group and no more before going to the
next iteration of the development cycle, it just encourages
the development to have fast feedback. In this study one it-
eration gave enough feedback as to take a decision about the
path of development depending on the desired application
goal, also more time was needed in order to perform further
development cycles.

In this phase of the lean development cycle we will be
focusing on learning and understanding our subject of study
using the developed MVP application as the driver for our
experiment.

4.2 Analysis of the data
The musicians exhibited a clear differentiation with re-

spect to the final purpose of the application. They don’t see
the visualization as an element that can be fit for any situ-
ation when they play guitar. From the study two categories
arose from which the visual elements should be treated dif-
ferently:

• When the musician is playing for an audience.

• When the musician is practicing or playing for her-
self/himself monitoring the visuals.

These categories represent different points of view from
which we should observe the visualization process.

For the first category, the musicians assumed that the au-
dience is generally inexpert and they usually don’t have an
extensive knowledge about musical aspects, specially techni-
cal ones referring to sound and the instrument itself. Hence,
their reasoning about the type of visuals that should be em-
ployed are visuals that should not be 100% exact with re-
spect to the sound features tracked but, in the contrary,
simple and smoother visuals, things that are easy to visu-
alize and that correspond to a general representation of the
sound but not very specific.

This became apparent by analyzing the codes shown in
Table 1, from which the categories on the left column were
derived.

Also, for performance applications the musicians can not
actually perceive the visuals, since they have the screen be-
hind them, hence, they stated that they won’t be able to see
them nor enjoy them in a performance as understood from
codes like “Performer can’t see visuals” and “Performer can’t
enjoy them”.

There is a general agreement that the application was
more suitable for artistic performances in front of an au-
dience, and that having visuals is a good improvement for
a performance from the audience point of view (see Table 2
for codes).

Table 3 shows code results for the gesture visualization
feedback, the main category that was identified was visual
gestures, from where 5 sub-categories arise: appreciation,
relevance of gestures, understanding, expressiveness and in-
strument gestures. The visual representation of gestures is
still a bit fuzzy since there’s no clear agreement about if
tracking the musician movements could be too overwhelm-
ing or confusing, however, show-wise, having some gestures

like jumping, head banging and guitar movements produc-
ing visual response will enhance the audience experience in
order for them to feel more energy.

One of the main goals from the musicians was to find a way
to express intention and mood. They found the gesture part
quite suitable for it, it would aid to provide expressiveness
for the audience. This expressiveness was more evidenced
in terms of visuals that react as aggressive as the level of
aggression and intention of the musician’s movement while
playing the guitar instead of just the body.

For the second category, they found a useful way to per-
ceive what they are playing and that they can get feedback
from it, by “seeing what you are playing”. An idea that was
pretty much stressed and came up during the focus group
was a way to compare yourself as a musician with some-
thing or someone else to understand if what you are playing
is right or wrong. Table 4 shows the categories and codes
extracted related to this analysis.

In terms of visualization, the musicians even though they
could find the visualizations mesmerizing or enjoyable, they
didn’t find much value on them if they are using it for prac-
ticing or for themselves. On the contrary, they found them
distracting for what they were trying to play, they couldn’t
really focus on both playing and visuals as shown in Table
4 “Unsure about distractive”, “Confusing if it gives no info”
and “Visual gesture distract”.

Actually, what musicians are looking for when using the
application for themselves is to get value or information out
of the visualization much more than aesthetics. This value
can be translated in visual elements that aid to spot playing
mistakes, visualize guitar effects parameters, visualize how
well or wrong they are playing; it’s somehow related to find-
ing a comparison to something that can produce feedback
with respect to what they play. It could be a comparison of
a visualization made by a great guitar player which they will
try to match in practice, somehow like the idea of the game
Guitar Hero [6], but with some more abstract visualization
and not so straight forward. The outcome was that for the
guitar players the visualization would not tell much without
some kind of comparison.

In terms of gestures, as observed in Table 3 with codes like
“For yourself the gesture doesn’t matter” or “Visual gesture
distract”, the musicians don’t really care much about the
gestures when they are using the application for themselves.
However, some of them agreed that it could be a good asset
for rehearsing for audiences or to keep up with yourself and
continue practicing.

4.2.1 General perception of the visualization
In general, besides both possible focuses for the applica-

tion, there should be a strong correlation between the visu-
als and the music, not just the sound features themselves,
meaning amplitude, frequency analysis, pitch, etc.

Characteristics that form part of the music itself are also
a strong source of coherence according to the feedback from
the study (as depicted in the codes in Section 3.3). The par-
ticipants expressed the need to have coherence between the
visual elements they were seeing and the musical scale they
were playing and even a way to visualize the differences in
tension of some chords that could lead to a broad spectrum
of feelings expression. They expressed that the application
lacked of such coherence between the visual elements and
the music and also the visual elements and the harmony.



Table 1: Codes and categories regarding audience perception and understanding of visual elements.
Categories Codes

Audience understanding

Audience understanding of music visual.
Beat is simple for audience.
Wonder: Complexity (visuals) add value to audience.
Smoother non exact visuals for audience.
General is better than exact representations for audience.
Coherent visuals will make people understand.
Audiences don’t know much about music

Perception of visual elements - Understanding

Visual hard to follow.
Softer transitions.
Visual very different each second.
Easy to visualize.

Table 2: Codes and categories regarding the application focused on audiences.
Categories Codes

Audience and visual relation - Visualization value

Visuals important for audience and performer.
More value for the audience.
Synchronized visuals are awesome for the audience.
Visuals are good onstage.
Audience will feel more energy.
Good for the audience.

Table 3: Categories and codes for gesture visualization.
Category Sub-category Code

Visual gestures

Appreciation

Cool reactive gestures.
Visuals following musicians might be cool show-wise.
Visual gesture distract.
For yourself the gesture doesn’t matter.
Visuals should enhance the gesture for the audience.

Relevance of gestures

Player position might be irrelevant for the audience.
Music more interesting than the position of the player.
Useful for rehearsal for an audience.
Gestures and music are equally important.
Follow musicians is important.

Understanding Difficulty trying to understand gesture

Expressiveness

Visual can expand the gesture to express mood.
Visualize player intention through body.
Visuals should enhance the gesture for the audience.
Movement intention impacts the visual.

Instrument gestures
Gestures with the guitar.
Gestures with the instrument.

Table 4: Categories and codes related to performer and visual relation.
Categories Code

Interaction with visual on stage Useful for rehearsal for an audience

Interaction for own playing

Visuals useful for guitar playing.
See what you play.
Visual elements aid to spot playing mistakes.
Visuals could be disracting if they don’t offer value to the player.
For yourself the gesture doesn’t matter.
Way to compare my playing.
For players it doesn’t tell anything without comparison.
Visualize how wrong you play.
Visual comparison with other guitar players

Visual understanding

Unsure about visuals being a distraction to the musician.
Visuals should tell something.
Confusing if it gives no info.
Visual gesture distract



This enters in a somehow subjective space where also the
need to express emotions and mood became apparent among
the participants. The visual elements should be more cou-
pled with the music and the musician gestures to provide
enough expressions so they can feel their mood is being ex-
emplified through the visualization, however, in terms of
what visual elements to show, there was no exact agreement
but it was more a subjective matter.

In general, the visualization should be formed of smoother
transitions between the changes in sound, and they should
always tell or express something, meaning that they should
not do anything that is not driven by the sound.

4.2.2 Prototype feedback
From the study, some feedback from the MVP application

was gathered in order to iterate and be able to include it for
further development. Table 5 summarizes the categories and
codes extracted from the focus group data for this analysis.

In terms of the features provided by the application they
were quite limited in general, it lacked some interesting
elements that were mentioned quite often like tempo and
rhythm.

Some visual elements also didn’t provide any information
and somehow that was confusing. An example of this was
the automatic spinning of the particle system and the speed
of the start tunnel which were not coupled to any sound
feature. A general thought about the MVP software was
that it needed more features and more functionality.

The current state of the software couldn’t react to musi-
cians intentions, emotions or mood, which were important
elements mentioned during the feedback as stated in the
previous sections of this chapter.

Possibles objectives of the software could be for practic-
ing, in which case it would need to provide some sort of
feedback about how good or bad the user is playing. In that
sense, it needs to compare the current playing with some
base visual or structure that can provide the desired feed-
back. The software in its current state is not enough for
practicing although it could work for playing on stage, with
small audiences but not for professional usage.

The software was also a bit difficult to understand, hence,
some user on-boarding was necessary in order to understand
the mappings between the sound and the visual elements, it
also need to provide softer and smoother visual transitions
since the current ones were difficult to track and sometimes
to understand.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The lean development framework is an effective methodol-

ogy to start the development of a software application which
is based in unproven hypothesis, as it establish a framework
which enables experimentation and measuring as part of the
development cycle in the form of innovation accounting al-
lowing to pivot or persevere in the path of development ac-
cording to the learning outcomes of the experiments.

The application of lean development for this study helped
to understand and explore the requirements of guitar players
in terms of authoring music visualization.

The presence of visual elements for guitar players in this
study can be seen from two different points of view depend-
ing on the focus of the performance. It can be either seen
from the performing for an audience point of view or per-

forming for oneself or practicing.
From these points of view the visual elements perform dif-

ferent roles. In the first case they should be simple, smooth,
aesthetic and easy to understand for audiences, the inter-
preter don’t even get to see them during a performance. For
the second one it is important that it provides some feed-
back as to enable a way to compare the playing execution so
that the guitar playing understands if he or she is playing
correctly or not.

It is necessary for the software to be more robust and
contain more functionality, specially taking into account the
music scales and harmony and not only the raw features
obtained from the sound processing analysis.

The gestures visualization have more value if it is done us-
ing the guitar than using just the body, the idea is to provide
more expression in conjunction with the instrument, track-
ing its position, the strength of the string strokes, etc. In
order to have that information, it could also be interesting to
augment the instrument with sensors to track some of these
interactions more accurately. Nevertheless, pose recognition
for some movements like head banging, jumping and waving
are still important to provide more expression and keep the
audience with more energy.

The results of the study helped to understand how au-
thoring music visualization could aid to a guitar player per-
formance. The feedback from the results should be included
in the next iteration of the development cycle giving focus to
one of the paths or goals of the application, either practic-
ing or live performances. Also, more focus group meetings
with different participants should be done to discover and
re-validate the feedback obtained in the present study.

6. FUTURE WORK
This work can open the path to a broad possibilities of

future work. It is clear from the outcome that more exper-
iments should follow this one, it would also be interesting
to have more participants but not too many as to make the
focus group study difficult, unless another type of study is
selected.

Also, two clear development approaches could be followed,
the work could be directed toward live performances or to-
wards aiding musicians in their daily practice so they can
improve and keep up with themselves.

The gestures and visualization modules of the MVP appli-
cation should be expanded and worked with a lot more, the
visuals are still raw for professional use and also, smooth-
ing over the mapping from sound features to visual elements
should be done so that the visuals don’t change so abruptly
from one form to another.

A following study about representing visually mood and
feeling from real-time music could also be derived from this
work. Also, a way to visualize patterns and coherence be-
tween musical elements like scales, harmony and chords is
material for future work.

It could also be interesting to carry out a study focused
on the audience instead of the musicians. From this study it
became apparent that musicians opt to have simple visuals
and elements that can be easy to understand for audiences,
and also, they agree on that visuals are interesting and a
good asset for a live performance. Following that train of
thought, it will add interesting vale to perform live recitals
in front of an audience with visual music and then collect



Table 5: Categories and codes regarding the MVP software.
Categories Sub-categories Codes

Features

Sound features

Speed and spinning could provide more information.
Tempo as music feature.
Speed as tempo,
Visualize chord tensions.
Visualize rhythm and tempo.

Intention Software can’t differenciate the player’s intention

Functionality

Interest in combining different instruments with visuals.
Software needs more functionality.
Predict emotion from playing.
Needs more features.
Customization.

Understanding visual feedback

Softer transitions.
Lacks of feedback from the playing quality.
Alone is not good for yourself.
Correspondence between color and pitch needs improvement.
Way to compare my playing

Gestures Gestures with the instrument.

Utility

Comparisson

Visual comparison of guitar playing.
Guitar hero for pros.
Compare against pro’s visual.
Compare yourself.

Song comprehension
Learn patterns from a song.
Visual patterns from song structure

Understanding Understanding Software utility

Practice and own motivation

Good to keep up.
Good for practicing.
Use for practicing.
Current visuals not enough for practice.

Performance

To show in a concert.
More value for the audience.
Good for de audience.
Show in stage

Usability

Performances
System could be used.
Useful as cool visual.

Non artistically Suited for friends.

Own practice
Not useful for own playing.
Alone is not good for yourself.

Aesthetics and interaction

Needs to be more beautiful.
Tracking changes is hard.
Needs user on-boarding.
Hard to understand.



data from the overall experience, feelings and understanding
of the visuals in order to validate and correlate the findings
of this work with the audience point of view.
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APPENDIX
A. FOCUS GROUP QUESTION ROUTE

Opening questions (10 min):

• Tell us your name and how are you related to guitar
playing?

• What is it that comes to your mind when we use the
term visual music.

• What is your experience with visual elements in a per-
formance?

Key questions (1h 20m):

• How do you feel the interaction between the guitar
sound and the visual elements (perhaps move some pa-
rameters of sound WoOZ)

• What type of movements do you usually do when you
play guitar?

• How would you see those movements represented in the
screen? (Here I could try to WoOZ something and tell
them to move).

• What do you feel you need in terms of gestures to feel
more expression in your performance.

• What type of visual elements come to your mind when
you play the guitar?

• How do you imagine the music feature mapping to vi-
suals?

• Would this system as a whole, or parts of it, be useful
in their current or future artistic practice?

• Besides its intended use what else do you imagine using
it for?

• What are the usability challenges of the current sys-
tem? What’s your recommendtion?

Pre-ending question (15 min):

• Of all the mappings and gestures we have talked about,
which one do you feel the most important to you, what
is it that makes it important?

Do a summary of what we have done and ask
(5min):



• How well does the summary capture what we have said
here?

For closing (10min)

• What other criticism, suggestions and observations do
you have?

• Is there something that we should’ve talked about but
didn’t?
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